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Agenda for today’s forum:
•

Introduction to missingness
•
•
•

•

What does it mean?
Categories of missing data (MCAR, MNAR, etc.)
Methods of dealing with missing data

Case examples
•

Natural disease progression
•

•

Real world studies
•
•

•
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Filling missness with RWD

Types of real world observational studies
Threats to the validity of real world data

21st Century Cures Act
•

Missing Data and the regulatory concerns

Missing Data: A Regulatory Perspective

Nneka Onwudiwe, PharmD, PhD, MBA
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Professional Biography

Disclaimer

“The views expressed in this presentation are those of the speaker, who is not here as an official FDA
representative. Therefore, nothing in this presentation should be construed to represent FDA’s views
or policies.”
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Abstract

Validity: Experimental vs. Observational

Carlson M & Morrison RS. Study Design, Precision, and Validity in Observational Studies
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Threats to the Validity of Real World Data (RWD)
• Confounding
• Measurement error
• Selection bias
• Missing data
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Introduction and Key Concepts
•

Missing data can be a source of bias and result in a substantial loss of statistical power
and precision

•

These issues are present across both interventional and non-interventional studies

•

The issue and varying guidelines of handling of missing data in clinical trials have been
addressed through regulatory and GCP stakeholders to include ICH, FDA, NIH, and
numerous private and peer reviewed publication sources. This is a well known issue
that requires the attention of real-world and health economics analysis groups
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Missing Data Theory─ Mechanisms
EXAMPLE 1

EXAMPLE 2

EXAMPLE 3

EXAMPLE 4

Terminology
• Missingness―the existence of missing data and the mechanism that explains the
reason for the data being missing
• Missing data mechanisms
• MCAR
• MAR
• MNAR

• Proportion of missing data― directly related to the quality of statistical inferences
• Missing data occur at two levels
• Unit level or item level

• Patterns of missing data
• Univariate, monotone, arbitrary

• Statistical methods
• Direct imputation (LOCF, BOCF), MMRM, MI, weighting, etc.

• Assumptions and patterns of missingness to determine statistical methods
• MCAR, MAR, MNAR
• assumptions of analytic models
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Key Concepts of Missing Data and
Case Study: Informative Censoring

Samuel Wilson, PhD

Disclaimer

The speaker is a paid employee of Astellas. This presentation is intended for informational
purposes only and does not replace independent professional judgment. This presentation is
not intended to be legal advice. Statements of fact, positions taken and opinions expressed are
those of the speaker individually and, unless expressly stated to the contrary, do not
necessarily reflect the opinion or position of the speaker’s employer, Astellas, or any of its
subsidiaries and/or related entities.
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Categories of Missing Data
•

Missing Completely at Random (MCAR)
• Whether or not a value is missing is unrelated to the unobserved result
• 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌 = 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 , 𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠 , θ) = 𝑃 𝑀 θ ; 𝑀 = 1 if 𝑌 is missing, and 0 otherwise
• θ indicates conditions of 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 (e.g., if θ = weight > 120kg then 𝑀 = 1) or
covariate(s) in the data

•

Missing at Random (MAR)
• The occurrence of missingness is not random. However, missingness is
conditionally random and not dependent on the unobserved 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 .
• 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌 = 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 , 𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠 , θ) = 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠 , θ

•

Missing Not at Random (MNAR)
• Anything else (also known as Nonignorable Nonresponse)
• Missing values depend on the value of the unobserved result
• 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌 ≠ 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠 , θ
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Some Common Methods Dealing with Missing Data
•

Deletion
• Pairwise deletion
• Listwise deletion (complete case)

•

Imputation
• “Simple” Imputation (mean, median, worst observation, last observation,
etc.)
• These assume greater information is known than is available at the time of
analysis due to the imputed values being assumed as known realizations (i.e.,
resulting in artificially small standard errors and possibly biased p-values)

• Partial Imputation
• In the case of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, estimation assumes
complete data were available, while taking into account the pattern of
missingness

• Multiple Imputation and Maximum Likelihood

18

• Generally considered preferable to the above as these control the information
inflation limitations of simple and partial imputation
• Generally require simulation
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An Example: Informative Censoring
•

A urology EMR oncology study
• Endpoint is treatment duration (medication persistence)
• Analysis for this is time-to event, using product-limit estimation (KaplanMeier)

•

Missing values for treatment discontinuation (censored values) were
suspected to not be independent of the treatment duration
• If true, this is known as Informed Censoring:
• Censored values are related to the unobserved event time

•

Informative censoring is a violation of the analysis assumptions for
product-limit estimation and potentially bias parameter estimates

19

Example: Informative Censoring
•

69% of the study cohort had missing treatment discontinuation
(censored)

•

The majority of censored patients were lost-to follow-up relatively early
versus those not censored (figure below)
• These censored patients may have had a different distribution of treatment
discontinuation (i.e., censoring was related to unobserved persistence)
• Note – this cannot be verified directly as treatment discontinuation in
censored patients is unobservable
Non-missing treatment discontinuation

Frequency

Censored treatment discontinuation

20
Days on Study
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Example: Informative Censoring
•

Why did we believe the difference in distributions showed that the
unobserved persistence was different from those that were observed?
• This was our fourth retrospective database analysis of persistence in the
same indication and treatment. Results from the first three showed
consistent persistence estimates, were claims based, did not have this
censoring property or frequency of censoring.
• Point estimates from this study were orders of magnitude greater than our
earlier studies.

•

Approach:
• Can we find θ such that MAR is concluded (i.e., can we condition out the
suspected dependence of 𝑀 and 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 )?
• 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌 = 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠 , θ
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Example: Informative Censoring
•

Sensitivity analyses
• Let θ be the reason for censoring
• Hypothesis: The patients who left their urology practice make up the
majority of the early censored patients
• Why would this matter?
• Did these patients represent early progression or those with a worse
prognosis and were quickly referred to oncologists?
• This could lead to informative censoring if it led to a different distribution of
persistence than those not censored (due to a different disease state at
baseline).

• Censoring was reduced by 13% (from 69%)
• Point estimates remained approximately 50% greater than previous analyses
• Skewness of the censoring distribution remained (although reduced)
22
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Example: Informative Censoring
•

Sensitivity analyses cont.
• Exploratory: Condition on changes to the definition of censoring using Rx gaps
• Let θ represent the allowable gap in Rx prior to censoring
• Double and triple the allowable gap from 30 to 60 and 90 days
• Resulted in a 2.5 and 3.7% increase, respectively, in censoring and no noticeable
change to the non-censored distribution
• Relative differences and median persistence remained largely unchanged
• Relative differences (below) remained unchanged also
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Treatment Gap
Time to first gap > 30 days
Unadjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)
Adjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)

HR

95% CI

P-value

1.21
1.40

(1.05,1.39)
(1.15,1.71)

0.0092
0.0007

Time to first gap > 60 days
Unadjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)
Adjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)

1.18
1.45

(1.02,1.37)
(1.18,1.77)

0.0230
0.0003

Time to first gap > 90 days
Unadjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)
Adjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)

1.16
1.43

(1.00,1.35)
(1.16,1.76)

0.0443
0.0007

Example: Informative Censoring
•

Sensitivity analyses cont.
• Other considerations on θ
• θ based on comorbidities would have been promising, but the EMR was flawed with
little information recorded at baseline
• θ based on demographics showed the same level of inadequate control as the earlier
examples with socioeconomic covariates performing better than the other variables
used

•

Conclusions

Unable to find θ such that MAR was considered valid: P 𝑀 𝑌 = 𝑃 𝑀 𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠 , θ
This conclusion was reached through external data validation
Missing treatment duration values were concluded to be nonignorable (MNAR)
This highlighted database limitations, particular for EMRs on treatment
persistence studies
• Resulted in a decision to no longer use EMR for persistence in this
indication/treatment
•
•
•
•

24
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Regulatory Tie-in
•

For RWE, FDA stresses completeness and quality of data necessary for specified
analyses, including adjustment(s) for confounding factors (FDA, 2017)
• Ensure proper consideration of completeness as a function of the data source for the
outcome(s) of interest
• Special care should be taken to ensure data is also available for proper adjustments
that applies not only to adjusted analyses but, in this case, conditioning missing
responses

•

“Awareness of the limitations of source data and analytic approaches is fueling
concern that when the term ‘real-world evidence’ is used in such contexts, the
allure of analyzing existing data may lead to flawed conclusions” – Sherman et al.,
2016
• This NEJM article emphasizes FDA’s position of EMRs as a viable source of RWE
• Special care should be taken given the position of EMRs in order to avoid
inappropriate claims for label expansion/advertising/promotion
• The example emphasizes these cautions regarding the imputation and analysis of
missing data that may lead to flawed generalizations
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Using RWD to Replace Missing Data
for Regulatory Submissions

Helene Karcher, PhD

RWD to replace fully-missing data in regulatory submissions
•

Context: prudent introduction of RWD into FDA/EMA submissions

•

Trend on submitting RWD as part of regulatory dossiers = when there is no
other option? i.e., data is fully missing?

RWD to replace missing data
•
•

Case 1: on comparative effectiveness (e.g., in cancer and rare diseases)
Case 2: on dynamic drug effects on long term outcomes (e.g., Alzheimer´s
disease)

28
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Context: Fully missing data

RWD to replace non-existent RCT data for regulatory submissions
•

Case 1: RWD to replace missing data on comparative
effectiveness

29

Case 1: how to palliate a lack of data on comparative efficacy
and safety for regulatory approval?
•

Case when only single-arm pivotal trials are available
• Ethical reasons: no standard of care, off-label use of other therapies
• Operational reasons. too few patients to recruit (very rare indications)

Only available information on drug efficacy and safety is an improvement from baseline for
each patient



Single-arm pivotal trial

Comparator?

Regulatory
submissions
• Comparative
efficacy?
• Comparative
safety?

30
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Classical solution: use control arm of previous RCTs as
historical control
- Historical data choice: to fit the Pocock1 criteria for
suitaiblity (similarity of population, geography,
endpoints, standard of care..)

Single-arm pivotal trial

- Analysis: population adjustment technique: propensity
score, matched-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC)
- Many examples submitted to FDA/EMA
- Secukinumb in Crohn´s disease2 and Ankylosing
Spondylitis3
- Lamotrigine XT in epilepsy4
- 44 indications approved by EMA, 60 by FDA5 in total
between 1999-2014:

1Pocock
4French

Matched historical control
Control arms from previous
RCTs

1976. J. Chron. Dis. 29:175-178; 2Hueber et al. Gut. 2012 61(12):1693-700; 3Baeten et al. Lancet 2013; 382;1705-13.
et al. Neurotherapeutics 2012. 9:176-184; 5Hatswell et al. BMJ open. 2017.
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What do to when no RCT exist to use as historical control?
Typical situation for rare and/or very specific cancer indications
 Leverage RWD to fill missingness in control data and evaluate comparative efficacy

Single-arm pivotal trial

Matched historical control
Longitudinal data on natural disease
course under standard of care
(from electronic medical records,
disease registry, etc.)
32
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Recent FDA approvals where RWD was used as
historical/external control of the pivotal single-arm study
Drug

Indication

Sponsor
Year

Type of RWD submitted as historical control

Endpoint for
comparative
efficacy

Blincyto1

Sub-type of acute
lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL)

Amgen
2018

Medical records for 121 patients over 8 years from 14
institutions in the US, Canada, Australia
- Prospectively planned, retrospective study

CR

Brineura2

Batten disease
(CLN2)

BioMarin
2017

Disease registry of 69 children (42 included): records &
patient interviews
- Prospectively planned, mostly retrospective study

CLN2 rating
scale (motor,
language)

Bavencio3

Metastatic Merkel
cell carcinoma

EMD
Serono
2017

Electronic medical records from 686 patients (14
included) from community and academic centers
- Prospectively planned, retrospective study

RECIST

Exondys
514

Duchenne
Sarepta
Muscular Distrophy 2016

2 natural disease history cohorts (Belgium & Italy) of
about 90 patients each (13 included)
- Post-hoc retrospective study

6-min walking
test

1BLA

33

125557 S-005 Blincyto (blinatumomab); 2BLA 761052 Brineura (cerliponase α); 3BLA 761049 Bavencio (avelumab)
206488 Exondys 51 (eteplirsen) and Mendell 2016 Ann. Neurol. 79:257-271

4NDA

Recent FDA approvals where RWD was used as
historical/external control of the pivotal single-arm study
On the 4 examples on the previous slide:
- Thorough protocol for population selection (e.g., independant reviewers to
adjudicate cases), which led to much reduced population size
- Compared endpoints with low missingness
- Missingness addressed through sensitivity analyses, and in one instance
through prospective data collection

34
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Context: Fully missing data

RWD to replace non-existent RCT data for regulatory submissions
•

Case 2: RWD to replace missing data on long term outcomes

35

Case 2: Missing data on dynamic effects of early drugs on long
term outcomes.

Impairment

High

•
Cognition
Function
Institutionalization

New therapeutic concept in
Alzheimer´s disease
-

Drug effect observed
in drug development
trial

Low

•

AD diagnosis

Time

Act early
New compounds target pre-diagnosis,
at-risk patients

Challenge
-

Impact of early drugs can only be tested
on cognition (and time to disease onset)

-

Cognition will still be „good“ in the
control group, even with long trial
duration (5-8 years)

18
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Cognition
Function
Institutionalization

-

Drug-induced changes on later, more
severe cognitive impairment?

-

Changes to functional impairment?

-

Changes to behavior & time to
insitutionalization?

?

Impairment

High

Drug effect on long term Alzheimer´s disease outcomes that are
clinically relevant?

?

Low

?

AD diagnosis

From a future Phase 3 RCT

Time

Classical endpoint surrogacy methods
(with thresholds) lack power to predict
changes

Solution: use several disease registries to develop a series of dynamic models that stitch
together outcomes sensitive in different parts of the disease spectrum
Data sources
Disease registries of
subjects visiting a memory
clinic
E.g.: ADNI, NACC, Rush,
Memento, Goetenburg...

•

Solution vetted by a panel of regulatory & HTA experts last
February as part of the European Roadmap consortium.
38
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An example of such model developed on ADNI data*
Link longitudinal decline in cognition to later decline in function

Cognitive decline model
-

Most sensitive cognitive score in
pre-symptomatic setting in ADNI
Emax nonlinear mixed-effects
model with covariates

Act as „forcing
function“ for

Functional decline model
-

Functional score captured in ADNI
Emax nonlinear mixed effects model
with covariates
Individual-level parameters from the
cognitive decline model used to
explain parameters of the functional
model

 Use the model-derived relationship between longitudinal decline in cognition to
predict decline in function for each individual, treated or not.
*Karcher,

Qi, Hummel, Risson, Capkun-Niggli, Savelieva. Dynamic Alzheimer´s disease model to predict functional decline
from a patient´s longitudinal data on cognitive decline. Manuscript in preparation.
39

Conclusion
We are still at the beginning of using real-world data (RWD) in regulatory
submissions.
Regulators may be more likely to accept RWD when it is used to fill missingness in
critical data, not obtainable from RCTs, and is of high quality, low missingness.

Two examples are:
- For comparative efficacy/safety when only single-arm trials are available
- For estimation of clinically-relevant outcomes when only earlier ones can be
measured

40
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Missingness in Real World Studies

Judith Stephenson, SB, SM

Real world studies involve the use of real
world data (RWD) that can be used in
health care decision-making
• Real world data (RWD)
• Related to patient health status and delivery of health
care
• Collected from a variety of sources

• Sources of RWD
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claims and billing activities
Medical records/electronic health records (EHRs)
Product and disease registries
Lab result databases
Patient and physician self-report (surveys)
Health-monitoring devices

42
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Missingness occurs in different ways both
within and across types of real world studies
• Types of real world

studies

– Retrospective claims studies
– Cross-sectional &
longitudinal survey studies
– Medical record/EHR studies
– Safety/epidemiology studies
– Registries
– Pragmatic Control Trials
(PCTs)
– Hybrid studies combining
more than 1 study type

• Sources of missingness

– Nonresponse/participatio
n
– Attrition
– Item/variable nonresponse
– Survey noncompletion
– Patient noncompliance

43

Missing value imputation in PCTs
Missing data in PCTs can be a problem because real world settings cannot control things like patient compliance
• This analysis compares the accuracy of listwise data deletion (LD) and a set of widely available imputation
methods: MICE, Amelia, MissForest, Hmisc, mi, and DBI
• Methods:
•

– Before random missing values were included in the data, each of the imputation methods were
calculated against the complete data
– Data simulations performed in R with 200 replications across all crossed parameters below
• Using Cholesky’s decomposition in R, 3 correlation levels simulated: Low: r=0.20; Moderate: r=0.50; High: r=0.80
• 3 different sample sizes per sample: 1,000, 500, 200
• Missing value percentages: 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75
• Each sample constructed with all variables regenerated for each sample
• Complete sample values were computed using linear regression with continuous dependent variable and 4
continuous independent variables; only 1 independent variable was used for randomly inserting missing values
• Values calculated and extracted for each sample: Beta coefficient for each independent variable; model R2
• Listwise calculations for all variables calculated after random values were deleted
• Bias data calculated by counting number of times each estimator provided over or under estimate of complete
data; unbiased estimator close to 0.0

44
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Summary of imputation methods
DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

Multivariate Imputation
by Chained Equations
(MICE)

METHOD

Imputation performed by regression for all
variables; value considered MAR; missing value
created by examining results of multiple
imputations

Can be used to impute continuous and
binary data

Amelia

Multiple imputation method based on a common
bootstrap over the missing values

Only used to impute variables that are
normally distributed at the continuous
level

MissForest

Applies forest algorithm; non-parametric
imputation method; constructs random forest
model using observed values of available data

Can be used to impute continuous and
categorical data

Harrell Miscellaneous
(Hmisc)

Multiple options for imputation including mean or
minimum/maximum values

Can be used to impute continuous and
binary data

Multiple Imputation (mi)

Uses Bayesian regression; detects and corrects
for collinearity between variables and adds error
to arrive at the imputed variable

Can be used to impute continuous and
binary with multiple levels as well as
ordinal/categorical data

Distributional Based
Imputation (DBI)

Uses univariate approach and generates
distribution of values based on existing mean
and SD for non-missing values; substitution
made at random which adds error for model
tested

Can be used to impute continuous
data only; has been shown to be more
accurate than mean-based imputation

45

Model R2
•

Lower the correlation
between variables, worse
estimates of R2

•

Smaller the sample size,
worse estimates of R2

•

Best estimators of R2: DBI, mi
and Hmisc

•

Worst estimators of R2: LD,
MissForest and Amelia

46
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Independent variable Beta (top row) and Standard
Error (bottom row) pooled over correlation level, by
sample size and percent of values missing
•

Smaller the sample size,
worse estimates of B and SEB

•

Best estimators of B: LD, mi
and Hmisc

•

Worst estimators of B:
MissForest, MICE and DBI

•

Best estimators of SE-B:
MICE, Amelia, Hmisc, mi and
DBI

•

Worst estimators of SE-B: LD
and MissForest
47

R-Square Bias Estimates pooled by correlation
level, sample size and percent of values missing
•

Results are for all (n=14,400)
simulations combined

•

3 estimators demonstrated
low levels of bias for R2: LD,
Amelia and Hmisc

•

4 estimators demonstrated
high levels of bias for R2:
MICE, mi, and DBI
underestimated R2 and
Mis2sForest overestimated
R2

24
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Conclusions
• The following recommendations are based on

which value from a linear regression the researcher
wants to be more accurate with low levels of bias
– Beta coefficient for variable with missing values: LD
or Hmisc
– R2 for the model: mi, DBI or MICE
– Least bias of R2 estimate: LD, Amelia or Hmisc

• In general, best overall method for all imputation

methods appears to be Hmisc or DBI
• Ultimately the method used depends on the needs
of the research
49

Missing Data: A Regulatory Perspective

Nneka Onwudiwe, PharmD, PhD, MBA
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Section 3022: Real World Evidence (RWE)

Section 3022: RWE
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Section 3022: RWE
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Methods for Handling Missing Data in the Design Stage

Little RJ et al. The Prevention and Treatment of Missing Data in Clinical Trials

Methods for Handling Missing Data
Statistical method for handling missing data†

Method not stated
Complete-case analysis assumed
Complete-case analysis

14 (16%)
9 (11%)
54 (66%)

Weighted

1

Unweighted

53

Exclude participants with missing data at any repeated waves of exposure

38

Exclude participant data record for waves of data collection with missing exposure data††

15

Missing Indicator Method

1 (1%)

Mean value substitution

3 (4%)

Last Observation Carried Forward

7 (9%)

Multiple Imputation

5 (6%)

Details provided for the multiple imputation:

Indicated how many imputations were performed

4

Indicated which variables were included in the imputation model

2

Compared results from multiple imputation with complete case analysis

3

Performed a sensitivity analysis under different assumptions for missing data

4

Fully Bayesian Model

1 (1%)

Karahalios A et al. A review of the reporting and handling of missing data in cohort studies with repeated assessment of exposure measures
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• Single imputation methods like last observation carried
forward and baseline observation carried forward should
not be used as the primary approach to the treatment of
missing data unless the assumptions that underlie them are
scientifically justified.
• Parametric models in general, and random effects models
in particular, should be used with caution, with all their
assumptions clearly spelled out and justified. Models relying
on parametric assumptions should be accompanied by
goodness-of-fit procedures.
• For inverse probability weighting and maximum likelihood
methods, this analysis can be accomplished by appropriate
computation of standard errors, using either asymptotic
results or the bootstrap.
• Weighted generalized estimating equations methods should
be more widely used in settings when missing at random
can be well justified and a stable weight model can be
determined, as a possibly useful alternative to parametric
modeling.
• Sensitivity analyses should be part of the primary reporting
of findings from clinical trials. Examining sensitivity to the
assumptions about the missing data mechanism should be
a mandatory component of reporting.

Case Study Example
• Registry for drug X, an adjunct to a reduced-calorie diet and increased physical
activity for chronic weight management in adults with an initial body mass index
(BMI) of:
• 30 kg/m2 or greater (obese) (1) or
• 27 kg/m2 or greater (overweight) in the presence of at least one weight-related comorbid
condition

• The registry collected measures of clinical effectiveness outcomes, patientreported outcomes, and safety outcomes.
• Measures of clinical effectiveness was weight loss at 1 year, which was assessed
by percent of patients achieving greater than or equal to 5% weight loss, percent
of patients achieving greater than or equal to 10% weight loss, and mean weight
change.
• Loss to follow-up and refusal to continue participation occurred more with drug
X. In the clinical study, 9.4% of patients treated with drug X prematurely
discontinued treatment due to adverse reactions, compared with 5.7% of drug Ytreated patients. The most common adverse reactions leading to discontinuation
more often among drug X treated patients than drug Y were headache (2.1% vs.
0.9%), dry mouth (0.9% vs. 0.4%) and dizziness (0.9% vs. 0.3%).
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Recommendations
• If applicable, document when losses to follow-up occurred and possibly
collect important information about why patients left the study
• Report on the amount of missing data
• Indicate number of participants with missing
• Distributions of key exposure and outcome variables in different groups

• Determine a plausible assumption about the missing data
• If possible, avoid the use of single-valued imputation methods
• Conduct a sensitivity analysis

Conclusions
• Patients who are lost to follow-up are likely to be different from completers
• Loss to follow-up information can decrease statistical power and threaten
the validity of registry data
• Missing data can limit the ability to draw inferences and cause bias in the
estimation of the estimand
• With regard to decisions about the treatment benefit in a regulatory
context, failure to properly account for missingness could lead to incorrect
inferences about efficacy or safety
• In terms of promotion, it may be difficult to characterize the safety profile
with a “well tolerated" drug claim
• Recommend presenting the adverse events factually
• Well-tolerated is a patient’s subjective judgment about a drug's adverse reaction profile
• Avoid false or misleading claims
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